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t’s the start of our new year, welcome to New Mexico’s
home-grown cannabis magazine. Let’s continue the work to
give this cannabis community the awareness it deserves The
Chronicle – New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine is a quarterly
publication that started with a distribution of 5,000 statewide and has grown like a WEED in the last year to 20,000
this quarter, starting with issue #5 with 64 pages. With your
support, we believe we can GROW these numbers even more.
We are dedicated to raising positive cannabis awareness in
the state and we work hard to have community involvement
to form outstanding and lasting relationships.
We are a unique magazine that highlights Patient's, Producers, Testing, Products, Manufactures are More...
Enjoy your copy of The Chronicle, Issue #5.
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Did
You
Know?
Jeff Apodaca is running
for NM Governor

The Chronicle NM Magazine had a chance to ask Jeff Apodaca
some questions that are important to the cannabis community.
Will you be friendly to medical
cannabis patients who are on
Government payroll?
We need to friendly to all medical cannabis patients, whether
you are a government employee or work in the private sector.

Are you supportive of the current plan to place opioid abuse
and treatment under the New
Mexico State medical cannabis
program?
A robust medical cannabis is a powerful way to treat
opioid addiction. A treatment plan will be in place,
run and streamlined under the medical cannabis program.

What is your vision on future
legalization of cannabis; and,
how you would maintain the
Medical Cannabis Program after
adult-use legalization?
The medical cannabis program is still very important after
full decriminalization. We must ensure that access to medical
cannabis is affordable and accessible to all patients. We might
even need to create programs that aid patients in acquiring
cannabis for their medical needs. We need to also be at the
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forefront of cannabis research and development to make sure
that medical cannabis patients are receiving the best medicine
possible.

How do you feel about the NM
Medical Cannabis Advisory Board
of Directors recommendations
to the Department of Health
relating to additional Approved
Conditions for patients within
Albuquerque and the state?
As it stands right now, there is no one in the department of
health that really understand the medical cannabis industry.
So I would ensure that highly qualified people with expertise and backgrounds in the medical cannabis industry are
on the health board. We must also ensure the members of
the department have received training so they can properly
enforce and advise on cannabis related health issues. What
I’ve heard from people in our medical cannabis industry is
that the department interacts with them like they would a
restaurant because they don’t have the expertise on the health
board side in dealing with medical cannabis industry. Some of
the ways they create and enforce regulations on the industry
come from how they treat resturants or industrial products.

Will you help create a liaison
between the mayor’s office and
Albuquerque medical cannabis
patients in order to improve
municipal dialog and show support
for suffering citizens in our city?
I will not only improve the dialogue between mayors and
the state for cannabis, but for every issue facing New Mexicans. By communicating regularly with and having a quarterly meeting with city officials we can streamline things like
zoning changes, business opportunities, or education issues.
We have to bring the cities in the loop as much as possible. We
have to make sure that our shared visions and plans are being
implemented in every city and county, statewide.

Would you be open to adopting
the Colorado model for medical/
recreational for NM?
What we’ve learned so far from Colorado, Oregon and the
other states that have legalized is that there are ways we
can educate the public, monitor it to create agricultural,
production, industrial and distribution jobs. The only benefit
to not being first is that we can learn from the mistakes of the
states that decriminalized before us, while still having room
to expand on their successes.

How are we not going to pull a
Nevada or Washington with our
medical program after/if we got
rec meaning, will medical card
holders be taxed differently or
lower?

a year in police responses, incarceration, and enforcing
minor offenses related to cannabis. Those offenses
account for about 25% of private prison populations. Let’s
decriminalize and put these resources into treatment and
job training for New Mexicans who need it most. If the
universities in our state can create 34 different strains of green
chiles, we can use them to research and produce world class
cannabis based medicines too. Let’s make sure our state invests
in that research so that all New Mexicans can benefit from it.

Have you utilized the NM Medical
Program yourself and has it
helped, describe?
I benefited from the Controlled Substances Therapeutic
Research Act which was the first medical cannabis program
in the Unites States, signed into law by my father, Governor
Jerry Apodaca. There’s no way that my father could have
known that the law, with its very limited scope that “permitted cancer patients whose chemotherapy caused nausea
and vomiting to smoke marijuana or ingest tetrahydrocannabinol,” would benefit his son when I developed a rare,
malignant sarcoma of the soft muscle two years after later. I
was only the 9th person in the world to be diagnosed with that
type of cancer at the time and cannabis was my only relief
from the pain of chemotherapy. After 37 years as a cancer
survivor I still associate the smell of cannabis with
chemotherapy and do not use it personally. I do, however,
use CBD ointment to treat a football related back injury. Just
by rubbing it on my back every morning, I don’t have to take
the highly addictive opiate based painkillers that used to be
prescribed to me and that did not work nearly as well.

Medical cannabis will not be taxed like recreational and we certainly don’t want to tax CBDs like
recreational THC. Again, I will not be opposed to
creating government programs that ensure that patents have
access to the life changing benefits of medical cannabis.

What kind of revenue to you see
for the future after and if we
legalize cannabis in NM?

Jeff Apodaca

Cannabis and hemp industry leaders and economists I’ve
met with agree with these numbers; 12-15k new jobs by
expanding the existing medical market, and when you
add in hemp production, distribution, exports and other
ancillary industries it adds up to 32,000 jobs and $200M
annual tax revenue. Currently our state spends $200M
								The Chronicle
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A
Cover
Artist:
Aaron
Richardson
@aaronricharsonartist

lbuquerque artist Aaron Richardson
was born in San Antonio, Texas in 1978.
Art has been a part of Richardson’s life
since before he could write. Richardson
is a modern realist/ expressionist painter
working in oil paints and charcoals.
Since 2000, he has been creating
commissioned portraiture in charcoal
and in 2011 began painting with oils.
He's had solo shows in Albuquerque,
NM and San Antonio, Texas and has
won an Honorable Mention ribbon
in the 2015 New Mexico State Fair.
Richardson lives and paints in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

www.aaronrichardson.com
www.facebook.com/aaronrichardsonartist
www.instagram.com/aaronrichardsonartist
Artists, send us your cannabis themed PDF
portfolio: info@TheChronicleNM.com
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Ask
Canna

GrammA
I

have been asked the same question several times by
different people over the last month or two... "Where can I go
to get more education on medical cannabis?" There’s no short
answer because there are too many options out there, and the
list is growing. Because of all these choices, you must be certain
what you want out of your cannabis education before you start
searching for the best fit. Choosing an option that will present
you with a broad understanding of the industry is best in my
opinion. That way you can see what part of the industry interests
you the most if you are looking for employment, and if you are
just wanting to learn about medical cannabis with no career
in mind, you have a better understanding of the big picture.
Oaksterdam, the first Cannabis Educational Institution
I attended Oaksterdam’s Classic Seminar, an Intensive 4
day training back in 2015. My purpose was to test what I’ve
learned on my own and to receive as much new knowledge
as I could. I chose Oaksterdam after an extensive search for
the most thorough education that would best fit my needs.
I wasn’t able to attend their Classic semester course in
Oakland, so when they offered a 4 day intensive seminar in
Las Vegas, NV, I jumped in and have no regrets. This 4 day
intensive “Classic seminar comes in two parts, 2 full days
for each part, and you may take part one, (Basic) and part 2
(Advanced) at different times and at different locations, but the
tuition is a bit more that way. Right now both parts together
cost about $850. Their professional instructors have such vast
experience in the industry that I felt rich when I was finished.
Oaksterdam isn’t for everyone, but is geared to bring a person with little to no knowledge of cannabis up to speed with
the industry. If interested you should explore their website.
Presently, there are other options that may work better
for you and that is what I am going to explore next. I also
must say that all this knowledge is available to you free of
charge if you are willing to dig hard on the internet, but the
problem I have found with that is: 1) having the time to
glean through all the crap information that lurks on the internet,
and 2) being able to discern what is crap and what isn’t.

Hello New Mexico
Canna-community.
Ask me about
Cannabis

Cannagramma
Sarah Miles Dolk

NM MEDICAL CANNABIS SYMPOSIUM
We are also blessed to have very fine medical cannabis
curriculum right here in New Mexico, presented by
CannabisNM Staffing. The curriculum is similar to what
Oaksterdam offers but it’s also caters to New Mexicans
and our NM Medical Cannabis Program. For good or for
bad, the NMMCP is quite different than other medical cannabis
programs. The first Medical Cannabis Symposium, a 2 day
event geared to educate both patients and those seeking
employment in our state’s medical cannabis industry, was
held in August in Albuquerque and was extremely well
received by the 100+ people in attendance. Classes were
presented by NM industry leaders and medical cannabis
experts. Another symposium is in the works and will
feature 11 classes of fundamental medical cannabis education.
CannabisNM Staffing plans to continue these symposiums
and will be bringing in more industry experts and medical
professionals from outside of NM as well. CannabisNM
Staffing also holds career workshops periodically
to help people who want to enter the medical
cannabis industry in our state. Be sure to find them on
Facebook for up to date information on their offerings.
OTHER CANNABIS EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES
Healthcare professionals have a few different options
compared to the average patient or layperson. Their needs
may be different as well as their purpose. They come into the
cannabis world on all different levels and they are usually
looking for something that satisfies continuing education
credits that are required by the medical establishment. I
their case accreditation is a must. Some of the programs that
cater to these folks require a greater understanding of general
medicine than most of us have, like anatomy, physiology, drug
interactions and so much more. When choosing a venue to start
or further your cannabis education be sure the program or courses are at a level that suits you. Not everyone needs accreditation.
Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9

ASA Americans for Safe Access is one of the best resources
available to the medical cannabis community worldwide. For
starters, they have informative free booklets for download on
their website. These rudimentary educational pamphlets are
very useful to determine what you know and what you don’t.
They also have information specific to Healthcare Professionals, Legal Professionals, Policy Makers and Cannabis Producers/Providers, Advocates as well as condition specific booklets and tons of state specific info on state programs. They are
a wealth of information. ASA also provides online certification courses in many areas ( http://www.safeaccessnow.org/
patient_focused ). Their website has links to some of the best
cannabis advocacy, education and policy groups in the world.
You can do much worse than to hitch your horse to ASA.
Presently the online certification courses are on hold while
being reviewed and finalized as they collaborate with the
University of Maryland School of Pharmacy. But no worries.
By the time you get through the plethora of information on
their website, I bet the online courses will be up and running. I hope so. I’m waiting to take a few courses from ASA.
Green Flower Media - Green Flower is one of the most
affordable (some classes are free!), and star studded educational
experiences available to the public on medical cannabis.
Their instructors are seasoned experts in the medical cannabis
industry, and many are affiliated with schools listed in this article.
Start with the 2016 Cannabis Health Summit for only $67.
THC University - Online Certificate Program taught
by industry professionals. Based out of Washington.
Cost is $480 gives access to all courses for a year.
You may also pay $50 per month. Washington state
utilizes THCU certification in their cannabis industry.
TMCI The Medical Cannabis Institute has online courses
geared to Doctors, Nurses and other Healthcare
Professionals. In depth training and continuing ed credits
available. Cost per class $29 to $399 per course.
This is by no means a complete list of what is available
to you, but I feel confident that the above mentioned
opportunities are real and valuable. It’s hard to sift through
all the educational opportunities in the medical cannabis
industry. Be diligent in your
search to find exactly what
meets your needs. There are new
cannabis educational opportunities showing up every day, some
great and some not so great.
To me, what is most important
is that you are getting sound
information and that the
education meets your needs.
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A HL Gard e n S u p p ly
1 0 5 1 S an M ate o B lv d S E , ABQ
5 0 5 - 2 5 5 - 3 6 7 7 • A HLg row s.com

New Mexico’s Original
Indoor Grow Store
Since 1993
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Engraved Pumpkin Pies
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Custom Engraving On: Guns, Phones, Game Systems, Shoes,
Baseballs, Vehicle Parts, Pumpkin Pies & Much Much More!!!
Kustom Made Shirts, Hats, Hoodies, Jerseys, Stickers, Mugs,
Signs, Banners, Business Cards, Fliers, Posters, Photo Restoration
Logo Designs, Graphics & Much Much More!!!
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Locally owned

Open
Monday thru Friday
9am-6pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm
Sunday closed

Locally grown

Albuquerque store
coming soon!

GrassRootsRx

1005 Mesa Blvd, Grants, NM 87020
(505) 510-BUDS (2837) • www.grassrootsrxnm.com

Specializing in
Local Product Distribution

Exclusive Distributor

Cassandra Gurule

707-533-4442
cannawrapsnm@gmail.com

Since its founding in 1970, NORML has provided a voice in public policy for individuals who oppose marijuana
prohibition and favor an end to the practice of arresting marijuana consumers. A nonprofit public-interest advocacy
group, NORML represents the interest of millions around the world who consume marijuana responsibly.
New Mexico NORML’s mission is to move public opinion sufficiently to legalize the responsible use of marijuana
by adults, and to serve as an advocate for consumers to assure they have access to high quality marijuana that is safe,
convenient and affordable.
Although New Mexico has a medical program, without full legalization there will still be patients that do not have
safe, convenient, and affordable medicine. The team at New Mexico NORML is working hard to make sure that no
responsible citizen is arrested for marijuana. If you would like to join the fight for our freedom please contact us at
NORMLNewMexico@gmail.com. We will also be hosting monthly events that are open to the public. New Mexico
NORML would love for you to come meet us and possibly join our team.
Basic one-year membership levels start at $20. Bring this ad and NMNORML will give you half off of your basic
membership. We also offer half off our basic membership to veterans, seniors, and college students. NORML is a 501c3 Nonprofit all donations go towards our fight for full legalization. Donations help with ongoing costs associated
with our advocacy efforts, including transportation, parking, printing, and events.

FROM NEW MEXICO FOR NEW MEXICO
a portion of every bhang sale in New Mexico goes
to N.M. patient groups and drug education.

WE PROVIDE PURE, NATURAL HIGH
QUALITY CBD DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS

3621 Wyoming Blvd NE • Albuquerque, New Mexico, NM 87111 • 505. 369.1060
www.riograndehempcompany.com
@RGHCCBDCOMPANY

THE ORIGINAL CANNABIS CHOCOLATE
ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS
QUALITY, CONSISTENCY, SAFETY
contact us on facebook
bhang chocolate of new mexico

OUT &
ABOUT
Kasandra Markovitz, Everest Apothecary
@The ChronicleNM Magazine 1st Year Anniversary Party

Jeff Apodaca, NM Governor Candidate
@Jeff Apodaca Fundraiser Event

Xazziel Martinez, Cassandra Gurule, Sosa Porras, Oce Vasquez,
Chronicle Booth @The Hempfest at The Balloon Fiesta Park

John Delgado manning the Chronicle Booth @The
CannabisNM Staffing Medical Cannabis Symposium
John Delgado got sticker happy,Rest stop in Northern NM
Guess you know you made it when....The Chronicle
t-shirt is found @The Buffalo Exchange in ABQ

John Delgado & Jen Montano
@The ChronicleNM Magazine 1st Year Anniversary Party

Shane Stanford, Marketing/Hash Master - Organtica
repping Chronicle hat and bandana from Mad Monkey
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MOTHER
NATURE
CALLED
YOUR
MEDICINE
IS READY

7103 4th St NW
Albuquerque, NM 87107
505.888.2699
113 US-Hwy 550
Bernalillo, NM 87004
505.404.8182
336 Main St SW,
Los Lunas, NM 87031
505.856.7809

OPENING NOVEMBER 2017!
1710 Cerrillos Rd,
Santa Fe, NM 87505

“Building Relationships One Roof At A Time”

505-319-6808

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE

Patient

Testimonials

M

iss Teddi has
been a MCP since
2013. She was born
in
Albuquerque,
but moved to Texas at 5 Years old.
Teddi moved back to
Albuquerque, in 2011
for
the
Medical
Cannabis
Program.
Albuquerque
was her choice, not only because of legal
medical cannabis, but her family had moved
back to ABQ. Before she decided to pack up her
family and move to a different state, she ended
up very sick and on 28 pharmaceuticals. She gained so much
weight she could barely move, staying in her bedroom
for 6 months straight feeling no good to her family,
and as if she was dying a slow agonizing death one pill at
a time… She knew after doing intense research, the only
thing that was going to save her, and her family, was getting
on the NMMCP. It took over a year before she was able to
get help getting on the Medical Cannabis Program.
As soon as she got her card, her wonderful journey began!
Cannabis has helped her get off of 25, of the 28
pharmaceuticals she was on. Being able to get off
of the many meds prescribed and incorporating all
the different forms of medical cannabis; including,
juicing with RAW cannabis! She has been able
to lose over 180 pounds, and now has become
an author, educator, and consultant on juicing,
with raw cannabis! Her first book, MISS TEDDIS
#KeepingItRawis ready for pre-order. "I love what I do,
but most of all I love having my life back, so, when people
ask me, was it worth packing and leaving everything behind,
including a 20 year old son? Just for the Medical
Cannabis Program? I tell them, just look at me, hell yes, It’s
worth it!", says Teddy. Now we three generations, of MCPs
in my family! Cannabis is saving lives! Just look at me!
Miss Teddi loves ya!!

Facebook: @learnfromteddi • Instagram: Missteddisjuicing
Twitter: @JoTK44 • Email: Missteddisjuicing@gmail.com
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J

avier Castillo aka
Pancho has been a part
of the medical cannabis
program since 2011, but
he has been using cannabis
as a medicine for many
years. Pancho uses cannabis
daily to help with insomnia
and chronic pain. He uses indica for his pain relief, his favorite
strain being High Desert Relief’s Afghan Kush. He enjoys
this strain for heavy sedative effects that keep him sleeping
throughout the night. He also uses the Kronic Lotion topical
from High Desert Relief to reduce swelling and help his
arthritic symptoms.

A

lex came from
a home with sexual
abuse and was very
angry in her adult
life. She had anger
issues, anxiety, and
was depressed and
began taking “happy
pills” aka lorazepam
and other anti-depressants. It wasn’t until
Alex got kidney stones
that she found out about
cannabis and all the
wonderful healing benefits.
While working at Everest Apothecary, a woman she worked
with told her to go apply for her medical card. She was
approved and ever since Everest would attend to her medical
needs and would make special blends just for her specific
symptoms that would also help with her kidneys and anxiety.
Everest would also make flower blends with CBD added for
her anxiety if they didn’t have the product they would still
recommend other dispensaries who did and would call to
verify if they had it.
For Alex, Everest went above and beyond their normal
customer service to help a patient obtain knowledge but also
heal them at the same time! Great job Everest!
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What’s in
Your Medicine?
Testing Data from New Mexico

Kathleen O’Dea and Sergio Muterperl, Scepter Lab

O

n February 27, 2015, the New Mexico Department of
Health (DOH) officially adopted regulations requiring the
testing of each batch of medical cannabis before being sold
to patients. Since then, the DOH has gradually implemented
the regulations. Testing became mandatory for Potency
and Microbials in January 2016 and for Residual Solvents
and Mycotoxins in September 2017. Our laboratory is fully
approved for all 4 tests.

and 100 residual solvent tests. This volume of testing has
given Scepter an opportunity to “see” and examine the
majority of the cannabis batches being offered for sale and
has allowed us to compile a lot of quality assurance data that
we would like to share with patients.
In 2017 Scepter has tested over 325 THC strains and over 13
CBD strains. Many of the 325 strains have been tested multiple
times. For example, 93 separate batches of Cataract Kush
have been tested. The following table lists the highest testing
THC and CBD strains. In addition to the highest potency data
for each strain, the table also provides the average potency
calculated from multiple tests and the range of potencies.
Potency values can vary widely, from the top of the plant to
the bottom of the plant, from adjacent plants and from the
same strain grown by the same producer at a different time.

Does this mean that tested medicine is always safe? Not
necessarily. Producers are only required to submit one
small sample per batch of material. A single small sample is
In 2017 Scepter has also performed over 3,884 full microbial
panels. The following table provides a summary of the number
of samples tested, the number of failures and the % of samples
failing. Fortunately, the failure rate is extremely low indicating
a high level of sanitation in the cultivation and processing
facilities in New Mexico. Finally, since September 1, Scepter
has conducted approximately 1200 mycotoxin tests. Thus far,
no samples have failed the mycotoxin tests.

unlikely to be
representative of
the entire batch.
Potency varies
widely from the
top cola to the
popcorn buds,
whether flowers
were hand or machine trimmed and whether plants have
matured on schedule among other factors. Microbes may be
more prevalent on plants closer to air handling equipment
or floor drains and where curing rooms are sanitized less
frequently. Nonetheless, testing does provide a glimpse into
the sanitation level of the cultivation facility, the gardening
skills of the producer and the care with which the product is
prepared and packaged.
During 2017, out of the 35 licensed producers, Scepter has
performed testing for 30 and regularly tests for 29. To date
in 2017, Scepter has conducted over 5,227 potency tests, over
26,135 separate microbial panels, 1206 Mycotoxin screenings
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In general, we have observed significant improvement in the
quality of the cannabis over the last three years. Potency values
are getting higher, fewer samples are failing microbial panels,
concentrates are more refined, edibles are more uniform in
their dosages and there is more variety being offered.

(Prepared for The Chronicle by Kathleen O’Dea & Sergio Muterperl of
Scepter Lab. Kathleen holds an M.S. in Microbiology/Biochemistry from
the University of Arizona and has conducted research in the area of
bacterial toxins, immunology, wound-healing and plant nutrition. Kathleen,
also an experienced regulatory attorney, worked as an Assistant Attorney
General, lead legal counsel at the Public Regulation Commission, Director
of Boards and Commissions at the Regulation & Licensing Department.
Sergio Muterperl, Laboratory Manager at Scepter Lab. He is an expert in
HPLC method development and troubleshooting and has obtained training
Certificates from Analytical Instrument Resources and Romer Laboratories.
Scepter Lab is licensed by the New Mexico Department of Health.
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HERE TO HELP YOU GROW YOUR OWN
We have a wide variety of Clones now available
at our Santa Fe location. Call today to reserve your
clones or seedlings. Now is the perfect time to get a
jump start on your outdoor grow.
CheCk us out on soCial Media
searCh for: saCred Garden

Follow us on
Instagram: @sacredgardensf
Make sure to use #sacredgardennm
for a chance to win your share of free
gear and possibly be featured in an
upcoming ad

NEW LOCATION

Albuquerque
3600 Cutler Ave Ne
Suite 12
505-348-5599

Santa Fe
1300 Luisa St
Suite 1
505-216-9686

www.SacredGardenNM.com

ADVERTORIAL

WELCOME TO

CANNABIS, USA

If you’re a newcomer to Cannabis, you may find yourself overwhelmed.
The language is new, the customs are mysterious, and the regulations and
laws may seem bizarre. You’d be forgiven for feeling like a stranger
in a strange land. But Albuquerque is home to many committed
medical professionals eager to help you obtain your “Cannabis
citizenship” in the form of a New Mexico medical cannabis card.
You will find that the New Mexico cannabis community is happy to
invite you in! If you know where to look and who to learn from, you
can move from novice to connoisseur more quickly than you might
imagine. And you will discover that there are diverse ways in which to
use your voice as an informed Cannabis citizen.

1. THE PATH TO CITIZENSHIP
The efficacy of medical cannabis is increasingly recognized by
the medical community. All the way back in 2013, a New England
Journal of Medicine study found that 76 percent of physicians
approved of its use in certain situations. But not all doctors think
of cannabis as an option when prescribing a treatment, and many
have outdated notions of the breadth of its usefulness. Thankfully,
there are medical professionals who have put aside prejudiced
ideas about the cannabis plant and are eager to spread its healing
gifts more widely through our community.
One such physician is Dr. Karen Halliday - known to her patients
simply as Dr. Karen. Collocated at Seven Clover’s Nob Hill
dispensary, Dr. Karen was inspired by the way cannabis helped
family and friends with chronic pain and cancer.
“I was quite impressed by
what they had to say and what
it did for their issues,” she
says. “I’ve been amazed and
impressed by how it has helped
people with fewer side effects
[than pharmaceuticals].”

The Chronicle

The bottom line is that while a medical cannabis card is not as
easily obtained in New Mexico as in some other states, there are
physicians standing at the ready to ease the process. Perhaps the
most widely used and reputable website you can visit to help find
one of these physicians is weedmaps.com, which also has
validated patient reviews.

2. LEARNING ABOUT YOUR NEW COUNTRY

Access to Dr. Karen’s
practice begins with her
assistant, who will assess the
patient’s potential to qualify for a medical cannabis card based on
their medical complaints. If the patient may qualify, the assistant
will make an appointment with Dr. Karen and let the patient know
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what documents they’ll need
to bring to the appointment to
get approval from the Department of
Health.

You may have only seen cannabis in the movies. You may have
used it for years, but only recreationally. You may have tried it once
and decided it was not for you. People come to medical cannabis
with widely varied knowledge and experience, but few if any have
the detailed medical expertise to be able to answer questions like
‘which variety,’ ‘which strain,’ ‘how much,’ or ‘how should I take it’
with complete confidence. But state regulations guarantee that
Albuquerque’s licensed dispensaries will be fonts of useful information,
and some have gone far above and beyond the minimal

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

ADVERTORIAL
Another important way to educate yourself is through merchant
fairs, held regularly at the city’s leading dispensaries. These are
great places to learn about the latest ingestion methods, like vape
pens and oil rigs. It also gives you a chance to meet the people
who make the products you are using, which helps bind and
strengthen the community.
The bottom line is that you can never know too much about what
you’re putting into your body, from its benefits and side-effects
to its chemical composition and purity. In fact, every dispensary
is required by licensing regulations to have testing laboratory
documents at the ready for patient perusal. These will prove (or
disprove!) any claims of cannabinoid content or purity. If you don’t
know what a cannabinoid is, ask!

3. USING YOUR VOICE
So you know your indica from your sativa, your oils from your
tinctures, and even your THC from your CBD. Now it’s time to give
back. The medical cannabis community needs your voice and
activism! While the trend towards legalization has been pronounced,
further advances are not guaranteed, and backtracking is not
impossible.

requirements. It’s easy
to be overwhelmed by the
sheer variety of strains available
at some area dispensaries. The
experience can be as intimidating as shopping for a good bottle of
wine. But many dispensaries offer posters and flyers that explain in
plain English the real medical benefits behind the colorful names.
At Seven Clover, cannabis consultants have this information at
their fingertips and readily take the mystery out of the process.
They also have expertise in dosages
and ways to take your medicine.
Seven Clover is one of the dispensaries that takes education a step
beyond, by employing a registered
nurse, Shauni McClung, as one of
its consultants. Shauni saw one too
many patients addicted to painkillers
in the emergency room, and now
commits herself to making cannabis
access as easy “as going into the pharmacy and picking up pills.”
“My main thing is to educate, and to really deliver appropriate and
proper medication,” Shauni said.

The leading organization giving voice to the concerns of cannabis
patients in the state is the New Mexico Medical Cannabis
Patient’s Alliance, which you can find online at nmnorml.weebly.
com. Because cannabis activism begins with education, the
website provides useful information on everything from strains to
ingestions methods. But it is also a meeting place for the community, and
a way to keep up with the latest legislative and judicial roadblocks
and opportunities.
There are many other publications that connect and inform cannabis
patients. You’re reading one! The venerable “High Times” is another
great option that provides a more national perspective. What will
the Trump administration mean for medical cannabis users? How
is the Colorado model proving out? Armed
with information like this, you can become
a powerful advocate for the wider
dissemination of this important medicine.
It is important to remember that the
success of cannabis legalization legislation
is all thanks to grassroots pressure,
and the grassroots is strengthened and
empowered by education. So share your
knowledge! Let your friends and family
know that you are a patient, and why, and how they can become
one too if they have medical concerns that could be addressed
with cannabis. As we say at Seven Clover, let’s grow a healthier
community!
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Photo by: Adam Kontor

Ask
A
Nurse

Cannabis
and Sexual
Health
Making Love with Buds!

Nova Giron

W

hen two things you love are brought together it can open
your eyes to a whole new wonderful world. It’s like french
fries and ice cream, horror movies and rainy days, beer and
pizza, it only makes sense that combining sex and cannabis
can be an amazing experience. This isn’t a new trend, in fact
tantric sex with cannabis has been utilized to reach higher
consciousness for thousands of years!
Sometimes it can be challenging to feel the romance for a
number of reasons such as chronic pain, anxiety, depression
and so on. Plus, as an adult in this economy we have work,
chores, responsibilities, and obligations that can really get in
the way of finding time to let loose. When you finally have a
chance to indulge in intimacy and you’re too stressed to even
think about sex, it may be time to try cannabis.
Good sex is not only a great way to clear your mind,
connect with your lover, and break in a new mattress, but
also has a wide range of benefits for your health. Sex can
help boost your immune system, help you lose weight, and
improve sleep. If you’re not making sexy time a priority it may
eventually lead to unnecessary frustration and stress in your life!
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The endocannabinoid system has receptors all over your
body, including in the genitals,
thatby:
respond
cannabinoids.
Photo
Public to
Domain
Pictures
Experimenting with different strains to see which help relax
you and get you in the mood is not only practical but fun!
Cannabis is known to heighten your senses and boost
creativity making this herb a perfect option for spicing up
your love life! Cannabinoids and terpenes can also have a
long term effect on your sexual health.

FOR MALES

A study on male lab rats showed that THC can boost male
testosterone for an hour after consumption-but not without
a catch. Though, anecdotally throughout history males have found cannabis to have
an aphrodisiac effect, several studies have found
chronic use of THC
may lower sperm count
in the long run. If you
don’t want your swimmers
slowing down, it may be best
to try to microdose with THC
or use high CBD strains.

FOR
FEMALES

In America cannabis was often demonized by claiming it will make
nice women into sexually aggressive vixens! It turns out there may
be a shred of truth to this outrageous
propaganda, though it is way over
exaggerated (and let’s be honest, is it

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

fused bath bomb, light some candles, and soak up the cannabinoids
for sensual bath time fun. Carefully
and slowly melt some Bhang
chocolate
and
dip
fresh
strawberries in it for a classy and
sexy dessert. Take turns with your
partner giving cannabis massages
with infused lotions or salves to
activate the CB2 receptors and
loosen up your muscles. You
can even make your own personal cannabis lube right from
home by simply mixing cannabis
concentrate into a couple of
ounces of warm coconut oil!

really so terrible for women to
satisfy their sexual cravings?).
Many modern women today
have been turning to cannabis
for boosting their sexual appetite and improving their overall
libido.
Women may have more incentive than men to use cannabis
regularly for promoting sexual
health. Think about it, we spend
about a week every month trying to ease our emotional and
physical pain caused by periods,
which can be greatly calmed
by cannabis. Then, menopause
happens and we’re left with new
symptoms to manage like hot flashes, sleeplessness, and irritability. For some, menopause can also lead to uncomfortable sex and vaginal dryness. A woman’s life is full of unique
challenges which is why we deserve natural effective reliefwe deserve cannabis!

How ever you choose to relax
and immerse yourself in sexual
passion, just remember to have
fun! Nothing is a bigger turn off than feeling pressured to
perform. Listen to your body, don’t over think it, and let the
feelings of love, romance, and bliss come to you. It is ok to
struggle sometimes, it is ok to not always feel in the mood,
and it is ok to use cannabis as a safe, natural aphrodisiac.

HOW TO INVITE
CANNABIS INTO YOUR
BEDROOM
If your lover is a medical marijuana card holder,
medicate together (or during) to help relax tension
and form a bond. Or medicate alone and focus on
finding what feels best to your body. High THC is
great for psychoactive experiences, but many find
high CBD strains to be more calming and cuddly.
High CBD strains are also ideal the anxious or timid
lover.
CBD in cannabis is known to help reduce anxiety
and reduce pain or inflammation causing any discomfort. This is especially helpful for women going
through menopause. THC is helpful for letting you
lighten up, and find humor in the situation.
You will want to avoid over consumption of THC because
you don’t want to end up falling asleep, getting distracted
by cheeseburgers or feeling any anxiety. Try starting with a
high CBD:THC ratio strains like Cannatonic, Spectrum, CBD
Hula Buddha or products from The CBD Boutique.

Souces:

http://www.nytimes.com/1981/07/25/us/study-links-use-of-marijuana-to-a-fluctuation-in-sexdrive.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2721602/
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02791072.1982.10471911?journalCode=ujpd20&
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2013/11/18/11-sex-health-benefits.aspx
https://www.leafly.com/explore/tags-aroused

Simply smoking or vaping to get in the mood is simple, effective,
and fast acting but there are so many other fun and exciting
ways
to
enhance
sexual
pleasure
								The Chronicle
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FOR ALL YOUR OTHER

SMOKING NEEDS

3101 Central Ave NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 • 505.255.4200

Crafty
Manufactuer
Budder Pros

Trevor Newburn Founder and Owner

B

udder Pros was just an idea I had over a decade ago.
I wanted to produce top quality products at a reasonable
cost to patients. After years of trying to find a facility to rent
my dreams came true. I found a warehouse for rent and the
landlord was okay with my business. It was tough going for
the first couple years, but I knew if I just kept at it one day
it would take off. After nearly four years of struggling the
company was finally taking off and making a name for itself
as a professional, competent, and trustworthy company that
had a decent following.
Thanks to all the LNPP’s that gave us a chance with their
material that they had put so much time, effort, and love into
producing. We take their base products and transform flowers
into tasty morsels fit for kings and queens alike, as well as
producing some of the best concentrates know to New Mexico.
Here at Budder Pros we manufacture a wide variety of
confections and baked goods ranging from cookies and
chocolates, Cannasalve, Dankazine, and of course The Pure.
You can find our products at many dispensaries throughout the
state including: HDR, NRX, MJ Expresso, Verdes Foundation,
H.E.S, Seven Clover, New Mexicann, Shift NM, Red Barn
Growers, Budding Hope, Purlife, Pecos Valley Pharmaceuticals, NMAC, Urban Wellness, Everest Apothecary, Harvest
Foundation, Sandia Botanicals, GRRX, Seven Point Farms,
CG Corrigan, and hopefully many more to come!
Budder Pros is family owned and operated by patients here in
New Mexico. We have nine employees and are looking forward
to growing even more in the years to come. We would not be
where we are today without the LNPP’s and of course all the
patients of New Mexico that support us and love our products.
A big thank you to the patients of the NM Medical Cannabis
Program for the ongoing support!
								The Chronicle
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PurLife

Dispensary

3821 Menaul Blvd. NE, STE F
Albuquerque, NM 87110

PurLifeNM.com
505-433-2672
All ﬁrst time
patients receive a
free cannabis gift

NM MEDICAL CANNABIS PATIENT
OWNED & OPERATED

PPL & COMMERCIAL
FULL CONFIDENTIALITY
& PRIVACY

Your

CALL TODAY

505-339-7459

AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING EXPERTS

WIDEST SELECTION OF STRAIN SPECIFIC PRODUCTS

NOW PARTNERING WITH GREENVIEW
The best prices in
New Mexico for exams
and renewals

$150 for PTSD Diagnosis
(No records)
$95 for PTSD with records
and any other medical
conditions with records
$55 for all renewals

Monica Morales

To make an appointment, please call

(505) 898-2800 ext 105

Certiﬁed Nurse Practitioner

everestnm.com
9237 4th Street NW Albuquerque, NM 87114

Read our reviews on Google & Yelp
@EVERESTNM

@EVERESTNM @EVERESTNM

South of Alameda on 4th Street

Color & post on our Facebook event page @TheChronicleNM to be entered to win prizes!
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13 14 18

Dispensary Perks
NATURAL RX (2 LOC)
FTP- FREE GRAM
SD-60 AND OVER 10% OFF
MTR- 15% OFF
BIRTD- FREE GRAM

6. VERDES FOUNDATION
6005 CORONADO AVE NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
(505) 280-2814
FTP- FREE GRAM/ OR PREROLL
MTR- 10% OFF
BIRTD- FREE GRAM/ OR
PRE-ROLL

1. 8612 PASEO ALAMEDA NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87113
(505) 404-8214
1.1 2200 GRANDE BLVD SE
RIO RANCHO, NM 87124
(505) 404-8214

PURLIFE (2 LOC)
FTP- BLUE DREAM PRE-ROLL
MTR- 15% OFF
BIRTD- DEPENDS

3. HIGH DESERT RELIEF
4730 PAN AMERICAN FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
(505) 750-4015
FTP- FREE GRAM
MTR- 10%
BIRTD- FREE GRAM OF CHOICE

8. 3821 MENAUL BLVD. NE, SUITE F
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 433-2672
8.1 9800 MONTGOMERY BLVD
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87111

4. R GREENLEAF ORGANICS
4414 MENAUL BLVD NE #1
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 510-1717
FTP- FREE GRAM
MTR- 10% OFF
BIRTD- FREE GRAM
MINERVA (4 LOC)
FTP- FREE GRAM OR LOLLIPOP OF
YOUR CHOICE ($11 VALUE PLUS TAX)
MTR- VETERAN /FIRST RESPONDER -15%
REF- FREE DRINK OR LOLLIPOP
BIRTD- FREE PRE-ROLL OR LOLLIPOP
OR TRUFFLE OF YOUR CHOICE

5.1 336 MAIN ST NW
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031
(505) 865-7809
5.2 113 US HWY 550
BERNALILLO, NM 87004
(505) 404-8182
5.3 1710 CERRILLOS RD,
SANTA FE, NM 87505

9. URBAN WELLNESS
2910 SAN MATEO BLVD NE #5
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 369-0081
FTP- 15% OFF
SD- 10% OFF
MTR- 10%OFF
BIRTD- PRE-ROLL
10. COMPASSIONATE DISTRIBUTORS
1216 MECHEM DR.
RUIDOSO, NM 88345
(575) 258-1087
FTP- FREE SAMPLE
MTR- 10% OFF
MJ EXPRESS-O (3 LOC)
FTP- FREE PRE-ROLL, 30 MG TOFFEE
& SALT NUGGET, OR LIGHTER &
ROLLING PAPERS
MTR- 15% OFF
BIRTD- FREE PRE-ROLL OR 30 MG
TOFFEE & SALT NUGGET
11. 203 S. FOCH ST.
T OR C, NM 87901
(575) 894-0301

RUIDOSO

11.2

12

SANTA FE

T OR C

10

7. CANNACEUTICS INC.
4316 CARLISLE BLVD NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107
(505) 672-8734
FTP- FREE GLASS JAR
MTR- 10% OFF
REF- 15% OFF
BIRTD- 20% OFF, GOOD 7 DAYS BEFORE,
7 DAYS AFTER

2. CG CORRIGAN
6614 GULTON CT NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
(505) 933-5599
FTP- FREE GRAM
MTR-15% OFF
REF- FREE GRAM
BIRTD- FREE GRAM

5. 7103 4TH ST NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107
(505) 888-2699

11

20.2

20.1

20

ROSWELL

CARLSBAD
LAS CRUCES

11.1 417 TRAMWAY BLVD. SUITE #2
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87123
(505) 312-7433
11.2 755 S TELSHOR BLVD #102
LAS CRUCES, NM 88011
12. MOTHER EARTH HERBS
755 SOUTH TELSHOR BLVD., F201
LAS CRUCES, NM 88011
(575) 312-2446
MTR-$2 OFF A GRAM
BIRTD- FREE EDIBLE
13. FRUIT OF THE EARTH ORGANICS
901 EARLY ST.
SANTA FE, NM 87505
(505) 310-7917
FTP- FREE PRE-ROLL
MTR- 10% OFF
BIRTD- FREE PRE-ROLL
14. SACRED GARDEN
1300 LUISA ST. SUITE 1
SANTA FE, NM 87505
(505) 216-9686
FTP- FREE GRAM
MTR- 15% OFF
REF- 15% OFF NEXT PURCHASE
BIRTD- FREE PRE-ROLL JUMBO
15. SACRED GARDEN
3600 CUTLER AVE NE SUITE 12
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87505
(505) 348-5599
16. SEVEN CLOVER
3800 CENTRAL AVE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 255-7000
FTP- A FREE $10 GRAM OR 50 MG
BHANG CHOCOLATE EDIBLE
MTR-MILITARY VETERAN/FIRST
RESPONDER DISCOUNT 15%
BIRTD-A FREE PRE-ROLL OR 50 MG
BHANG CHOCOLATE EDIBLE

* Dispensary Perks are subject to change after publication date.

FTP - First Time Patient • SD - Senior Discount • MTR - Military/Veteran Discount • REF - Referral Discount • BIRTD - Birthday Giveaway
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Attention Dispensaries, consider offering these
perks for the next publication. Ask us how to add
your info. info@TheChronicleNM.com

17. EVEREST APOTHECARY
9237 4TH ST NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87114
(505) 898-2800
FTP- ONE GRAM PRE-ROLL
MTR – 15% OFF
18. NEW MEXICANN
1592 SAN MATEO LN
SANTA FE, NM 87505
(505) 982-2621
FTP- 10% OFF
MTR- 10% OFF
FREE CONSULTATIONS

SOUTH
TO
LOS LUNAS

3

NORTH
EAST
HEIGHTS

15

7

16

40
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1

19. ORGANTICA
4001 MENAUL BLVD. NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 437-0111
FTP- HALF GRAM PRE-ROLL
MTR- 15% OFF
REF – 15% OFF
BIRTD- HALF GRAM PRE-ROLL
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PECOS VALLEY PHARMACEUTICALS (3 LOC)
FTP- GRINDER, LIGHTER AND PAPERS.
MTR 15% OFF
REF- 5% FOR LEAFLY, MASS ROOTS
REVIEWS
BIRTD- FREE PRE-ROLL

20. 313 W. COUNTRY CLUB #10

ROSWELL NM 88201
(575) 812-8002

20.1 812 N. CANAL
CARLSBAD, NM 88220
(575) 236-4145
21.2 2460 LOCUST STE. I
LAS CRUCES NM 88001
(575) 571-4351
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WELCOME OUR NEW MEMBERSHIP
PROGRAM FOR: NMEMPACT
We like to thank our continued supporting members for your dedication in our growth of
NMEMPACT. NMEMPACT strives for cannabis community awareness, patient equality
and justice, and we lobby for growth on the grass roots level. We are patients helping
patients, as well as changing the laws one by one to produce a new aged program that
helps shapes the patients’ rights. We are always accepting volunteers please sign up
at our meetings with Kristi or with anyone of our board members at any time.
We are implementing a yearly cost to our program starting in September 2017 that is
totally optional. Of course our educational monthly meeting is always free of charge.
There are three packages in the program Members, Supporters, or Supporting Members. These funds will go towards our gas, resources,
and efforts. We strive for helping our patients and also helping us shape our program for the better. Donations are always accepted on
any membership or without one. Please feel free to donate at any of our meetings and Here are our three packages.
MEMBERS: for persons wanting to attend meetings frequently and stay involved in the exclusive cannabis community. We would like for
all our members to be on the MCP program but it is not required. Please note: The MCP card will be required on exclusive events. Card is
not required for monthly meeting but is required to win certain medical raffles.
COST: $20 YEARLY
INCLUDES: Yearly Themed T-shirt, networking events, monthly educational meeting access to exclusive producer and dispensary
information, exclusive deals, updates on new medicine, strain specific updates at our NM Dispensaries, raffles, and offers with provided
partners (if or when available), behind the seen scoop and tours when provided with available dispensaries, access to special VIP parties
in the industry ( MCP only) at exclusive rates for members. Prices will vary with parties depending on what kind of party it is.
SUPPORTERS: For persons wanting to support the medical cannabis community but not wanting to attend meetings. Supporters your
money will go towards helping people that are less fortunate get their medical card or medicine along with the supporting education they
need to get on the path to healing naturally.
COST $20 YEARLY
INCLUDES: Yearly themed T-shirt, updated newsletter, and invites to community events.
SUPPORTING MEMBERS: are for persons that want to attend meetings and donate to the less fortunate to help get their medical card,
medicine, and or education to help with the natural healing path.
COST:$40
INCLUDES: both perks of the previous 2 packages.

First Name____________________________ Last Name______________________________
Address_______________________________________ City_______________State________
Email____________________________________ Phone_______________________________
Organization___________________________________________________________________
Circle one:

MEMBER

SUPPORTER

SUPPORTING MEMBER

Amount Included $_____________ any donations are always available for tax w/o
Other donation amounts: Monthly amount of your choice________________________
$100_____ $50_____ $25____ $10____$5_____ OTHER_______________________________

MJ EXPRESS-O - MOTHER EARTH HERBS - BUDDING HOPE
SWOP - HIGH DESERT RELIEF - SANDIA BOTANICALS - PECOS VALLEY PHARMACEUTICALS

CLICK. CLICK. BOOM.

Ask About
Perks/Rewards/Discounts

505.639.4264

640 Coors Blvd NW
@ Fortuna
"SUBS and SUDS"
deal
buy a Sub and get any
draft beer for $3

115 Harvard Dr SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106
(505) 232-2432

MENTION THIS AD
AND RECEIVE 10%
OFF YOUR ORDER

Masterpiece
Integrative
Medicine

An invitation to be your best self!

Open 7 Days a Week
Massage - Hypnotherapy - Acupuncture
Professional office - out-calls available.
In addition to being open minded, lgbtq owned, and MMJ patient
friendly, we are Albuquerque's car accident, workman's comp,
and personal injury experts!
We have over 20 years of experience dealing with auto insurance
after a crash and we can provide treatment with
NO CASH UPFRONT & NO COPAY!*

Get your life back.
505.340-9454
BestAlbuquerqueMassage.com
We are happy to take:
• Most auto insurance providers
(including MedPay and Third Party)
• Attorney Letters of Protection
• FSA and HSA
• Mi Via vouchers

* when auto insurance is available.
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1

Strain: Moonshine Ghost Train
THC: 26.60%
CBD: .08%
Dispensary: Minerva

Strain: Sour Tangie
#6
THC: 17.0%
CBD: .13%
Dispensary: NM Alternative
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#2

Strain: ChemDawg G
THC: 24.53%
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: Everest Apothecary

Strain: King Louis #7
THC: 27.7%
CBD: .45%
Dispensary: Natural Rx
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Photog

Strain: Snowflak
THC: 16.3%
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: Mot

Strain: Blue Dream
THC: 21.5%
#
CBD: 18%
Dispensary: MJ Exp

ype of cannabis plant that will typically
uce a euphoric, energetic, cerebral high.
tiva plant is more of a skinny, tall, lanky,
yielding plant

otographer: Caid

wflake
%

#3

y: Mother Earth Herbs

ream

#8

J Expresso

Strain Review

In Stock As of 10-10-17

Strain: Clementine #8
THC: 24.6%
#4
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: Pur Life

Strain: TrainWreck
THC: 16.7%
#9
CBG: 1.13%
Dispensary: NewMexiCann

Strain: Ace High
THC: 25.49%
#5
CBD: .47%
Dispensary: Urban Welness

#10

Strain: ShipWreck
THC: 15.29%
CBD: .39%
Dispensary: CG Corrigan
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#2

Strain: Cookies N Chem
THC: 28.42%
CBD: .35%
Dispensary: Natural Rx

Strain: Grizzly Kush
THC: 29.91%
#6
CBD: .110%
Dispensary: Minerva
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Strain: Bubble Trouble
THC: 24.78%
CBD: .35%
Dispensary: MJ Expresso

Strain: Bubba Kush
THC: 20.00%
#7
CBD: .100%
Dispensary: Pur Life

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

Strain: Mendo Purpl
THC: 26.35%
CBD: .25%
Dispensary: Sandia

Strain: Purple Kush
THC: 19.65%
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: Everest

: is a type of cannabis plant that will typically

produce a heavy, relaxing high that can help
with different medical problems.
An Indica plant is a full and stocky plant that
is a great yielder.

otographer: Caid

Strain Review

In Stock As of 10-10-17

#4

#3

ndo Purple Urkle
%

Strain: Blackberry Kush
THC: 24.65%
CBD: .370%
Dispensary: Fruit of the Earth

#5

Strain: Presidential Kush
THC: 15.75%
CBD: .20%
Dispensary: NM Alternative

: Sandia Botanicals

le Kush
%

#9

#8

Everest Apothecary

Strain: Glue Flower
THC: 23.67%
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: CG Corrigan
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#10

Strain: Bayside Purple
THC: 16.6%
CBG: .09%
Dispensary: SWOP
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Strain: Super Lemon OG
THC: 27.14%
CBD: .07%
Dispensary: Everest Apothecary

Strain: Juicy Fruit #6
THC: 20.47%
CBD: .30%
Dispensary: Everest Apothecary
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Strain: Banana Kush
THC: 26.38%
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: Pur Life

Strain: Overflook
THC: 27.69%
CBD: .35%
Dispensary: Nat

#2

Strain: White Romulan #7
THC: %
CBD: .%
Dispensary: Sandia Botanicals

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

Strain: Pura Vida
THC: 22.4%
CBD: .35%
Dispensary: Urba

Photographer: C

id:

is a type of cannabis plant that is a mixture
of a Sativa and an Indica and that is bread
for a Super Strain that has the best traits of
both parents and effects to match.

J

Strain Review

In Stock As of 10-10-17

NTS

Overflookies
.69%
#3
5%
ary: Natural Rx

#8

ura Vida x Polar Bear
4%
%
ary: Urban Wellness

Strain: Spec-Ops #4
THC: 18.69%
CBD: .35%
Dispensary: Sacred Garden

Strain: StarDawg #9
THC: 26.91%
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: Shift NM

#5

Strain: GuardDawg x StarDawg
THC: 20.58%
CBD: .10%
Dispensary: Everest Apothecary

#10

Strain: OG Ghost Train Haze
THC: 23.84%
CBD: .34%
Dispensary: Fruit of the Earth

her: Caid
								The Chronicle
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Strain: Burmese Kush
CBD: 19.29%
THC: 11.17%
Dispensary: Sacred Garden

Strain: AK-47
CBD: 8.70%
#6
THC: 10.4%
Dispensary: NewMexiCann

CBD Strain: is a is a

ANNABIS P

NM MEDICAL C

#2

Strain: B4
CBD: 11.14%
THC: 9.19%
Dispensary: Everest Apothecary

Strain: VCDC
#7
CBD: 7.87%
THC: 6.43%
Dispensary: CG Corrigan

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

Strain: CBD Med
CBD: 13.85%
THC: 6.51%
Dispensary: Frui

Strain: CBD Blu
CBD: 13.12%
THC: 6.55%
Dispensary:
Mother Earth H

in: is a is a non-psychotic cannabinoid found in

ativa, Indica and Hybrid cannabis that will typically
oduce an anti-inflammatory effect, anti-anxiety,
nd anti nausea effects.

Photographer: Caid

CBD MediHaze
3.85%
#3
.51%
sary: Fruit of the Earth

n: CBD Blue Shark
13.12%
6.55%
#8
nsary:
er Earth Herbs

Strain Review

In Stock As of 10-10-17

Strain: Keele’s KO #4
CBD: 11.50%
THC: 15.21%
Dispensary: Minerva

Strain: CBD Harliquin
CBD: 13.6%
#9
THC: 6.4%
Dispensary: NewMexiCann
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Strain: CBD Z7
THC: 10.49%
#5
CBD: 8.80%
Dispensary: Seven Clover

#10

Strain: Frank’s Gift
CBD: 13.82%
THC: 10.85%
Dispensary: Seven Clover
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NM MEDICAL CANN
Type: Heavenly Honey
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Sacred Garden
Rating:

Type:Brownie
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Sacred Garden
Rating:

Type: Brookie
Strain: Sativ-Indica-Hybrid
Manufacture: NM Alternative
Rating:
Type: Canna Bubbles
Strain: Sativa-Indica-Hybrid
Manufacture: CG Corrigan
Rating:

Type: Bhang Ice Chocolate
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: SWOP
Rating:

50
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Type: Karma-Blackberry
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Sandia Botanicals
Rating:
New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

Type: Gummy Koi - Strawberry
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Sandia Botanicals
Rating:

Ty
S
P
R

In Stock As of 10-10-17

id
Ca
Ph

oto

Type: Karma-Lemon Bomb Cookie
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Sandia Botanicals
Rating:

Type: Mouth Spray
Strain: Lemon Haze
Manufacture: SWOP
Rating:

er:

Type: Chocolate Bar 1:1 THC/CBD
Strain: Premium Blend
Manufacture: Sacred Garden
Rating:

Type: Tincture
Strain: Super Lemon Haze
Manufacture: SWOP
Rating:

ph

On The Market

Review

gra

s
t
c
u
od

Type: Cookie-Chocolate Chip Cherry
Strain: Sativ-Indica-Hybrid
Manufacture: NM Alternative
Rating:

Type: Tincture
Strain: Healing-Lift-Energy
Manufacture: Mother Earth Herbs
Rating:
								The Chronicle

Type: Tincture
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Manufacture: NewMexicann
Rating:
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Type: Gold Wraps
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Sacred Garden
Rating:

Type: Sugar Rolls
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Verdes Foundation
Rating:

Type:
Strain
Produ
Ratin

Type: Bakked Cartridge
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Mother Earth Herbs
Rating:

Type: Moon Rocks
Strain: Nightmare Cookies
Manufacture: Minerva
Rating:

Type: Caviar
Strain: Premium Select
Manufacture: Sacred Garden
Rating:

Type: Temple Hash Balls
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Manufacture: Organtica
Rating:
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Review

On The Market

: Cannagar
n: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
ucer: Organtica
ng:

Type: Moon Rocket
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Organtica
Rating:
Type: Dabaratus
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Mother Earth Herbs
Rating:

Photographer: Caid

In Stock As of 10-10-17

Type: BudderPros
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Producer: Local Dispensaries
Rating:

Type: Seeds
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Manufacture: Cannacutics
Rating:

pe: Bhang Cartridge
ain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
oducer: Seven Clover
ing:
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Type: Sugar
Strain: Indica-Sativa-Hybrid
Manufacture: NM Alternative
Rating:

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine
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Type: Shatter
Strain: Blue Burmese Kush
Producer: Shift NM
Percentage: 23.52%THC 53.85% CBD
Rating:

Type: Solventless Rosin
Strain: Harvest Blend
Type: BHO Shatter
Producer: Minerva
Strain: Gorilla Glue #4
Percentage: 51.5%THC .49%CBD
Producer: Shift NM
Rating:
Percentage: 66%THC <1
Rating:
Type: Co2 Extract/DeCarbed
Strain: Cannatonic
Producer: Seven Clover
Rating:

Type: RSO OIL
Strain: Premium Select
Producer: NM Alternative
Rating:
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Type: Addiction Healing
Strain: Premium Select
Producer: Sacred Garden
Rating:

Type: Canna Caps
Strain: 50mg each cap
Producer: New Mexicann
Rating:

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine
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On The Market

Review

In Stock As of 10-10-17

Type: Solventless Rosin
Strain: Kush Berry
Producer: Southwest Wellness
Manufacture : High 5
Percentage: 68%THC <1 CBD
Rating:

CBD

n

Type: Solventless Rosin
Strain: Durban Poison
Producer: SWOP
Rating:

Type: Honeycomb Wax
Strain: Sour Banana Sherbet
Producer: Minerva
Percentage: 69.9%THC <1 CBD
Rating:

Type: Muscle & Joint Balm
Strain: Premium Blends
Producer: Seven Clover
Rating:

Type: Mint Pastilles
Strain: Whole Plant Extract 1:1
Producer: Ultra Health
Rating:

Photographer: Caid
								The Chronicle

Type: Sublingual Tablets
Strain: Whole Plant Extract
Producer: Ultra Health
Rating:
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Facilitated NM MEDICAL CANNABIS PATIENT
Type: Salve
Strain: Whole Plant CBD
Producer: High 5
Rating:

Type: VAL-HALLA Gummies
Strain: CBD
Producer: WEW Brands
Rating:
Type: Tincture
Strain: Whole Plant CBD
Producer: Charlotte’s Web
Store: CBD Boutique
Rating:

Type: Hemp Salve
Strain: Lavender CBD Formula
Producer: Fruit of the Earth
Store: Fruit of the Earth CBD Shop
Rating:
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Type: Tincture
Strain: Whole Plant CBD
Producer: HEKA
Store: CBD Boutique
Rating:

New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine

Type: Hemp Salve
Strain: CBD Formula
Producer: Old Skool Reme
Store: Old Skool Remedie
Rating:

s
t
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od
On The Market
Type: Chocolate Bar
Strain: PURE CBD
Producer: Bhang
Rating:

Review

In Stock As of 10-10-17
Type: CBD Shake
Strain: Hemp
Producer: Old Skool Remedies
Rating:

Type: RUB-Liquid Gold
Epione’s Herbs
Strain: CBD
Producer: Essence Remedies
Rating:

Type: Salve-Balms-Oil-Caps
Strain: CBD
Producer: Mountain Air Medicinals
Store: Mother Earth Herbs
Rating:

medies
dies Shop
Type: CBD Mint Spray
Strain: Hemp
Producer: Bhang
Rating:

Type: CBD - Isolate
Strain: Hemp-Strain Specific
Producer: Hemp Farm Concentrates
Rating:

								The Chronicle

Type: CBD Pre-Rolls
Strain: Hemp-Strain Specific
Producer: Rio Grande Hemp
Rating:

Photographer: Caid
New Mexico’s Cannabis Magazine
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Best Female Best Male
Bud Tender Bud Tender
of The Season of The Season
Elysia Acosta-Minerva Canna

H

i I’m Elysia. Born in California on August 2, 1989.
Moved to North Valley Albuquerque in 1995; now residing
in the country side of Los Lunas, NM. I’m a mother of 3 born
in ‘07, ‘11 and ‘13 and I’ve never been happier. It was in
April of 2017 I found my home away from home.....Minerva.
My name itself originates from “The Elysian Fields” which
in Greek mythology represents the heavens for gods and warriors. Diversity is my strength. My adventurous and open
minded lifestyle lends to my sporadic hobbies: from choreographing
dance, camping, to Archery. This
year has been tough; losing my
Nana Sylvia was an eye opener.
Her words of Chamorro wisdom
is in my heart daily: “Neni ...always mind your mama but do
what makes you happy.” With
that I strive to make it my personal goal to put a smile on
another’s face and working at a cannabis
dispensary is a great way to share to love. I myself am a
Medical Cannabis patient for numerous reasons. I can truly
relate to our clientele and they are all fantastic. We truly are a
family in Los Lunas. I am excited to see what the future has in
store for me and would like to remind others that “laughter is
timeless, imagination has no age, and dreams are forever.”
-Walt Disney
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John Cervera-Everest Apothecary

J

ohn Cervera Father, Husband, Veteran, Bud Tender. After
nine years of military service I was medically discharged and
had to start anew. I started my path by volunteering my time to
Grow for Vets New Mexico, and although it got my feet wet,
I knew I wanted to do more for the cannabis community With
support from my wife and daughters, I knew I was making the
right choice by accepting a position at Everest Apothecary.
Being a Bud Tender puts me right on the front lines of changing
the perspective of a plant that’s deemed to do more harm than
good, and to our patients that’s a fight worth fighting. Making sure our patients are always comfortable is our main goal
at Everest and I couldn’t think of a team more committed
to that goal, and I couldn’t be more grateful to be learning
and growing at Everest Apothecary. Moving forward, I’m
looking to refocus some time to GFVNM and
continue to grow within the
company that’s given
me the opportunity to
bring honest patient
care to the New Mexico
cannabis community.  
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THC FREE • HEMP CBD PRODUCTS

providing customers with alternative remedies

HELP SOOTHE YOUR ACHES & PAINS!

Formulas created by a Pharmacist nearly 36 years ago using herbs
and natural ingredients to help various aliments now combined with
hemp extract.

“Don’t worry be HEMPY”
Purchase our products on our website or
@ these Locations.

info@essenceremedies.com
www.essenceremedies.com
essenceremedies

The CBD Boutique Nob Hill
The CBD Boutique Westside
Joe’s Pharmacy
Duran’s Central Pharmacy
Moses Kountry Health Food Store
Natural RX most locations
Purlife
MJ Express-O Las Cruces
MJ Express-O TorC
Sacred Garden Santa Fe & ABQ

CannaPosole

ChefOG

INGREDIENTS
1 2 lb package of frozen posole
1 lbs small cubed cut pork
1 4oz frozen New Mexico red chile
2 cups chicken broth
2 cups water or until posole covered
4 oz of cannabutter
5 medium to large cloves of garlic
2 Tbs of chicken bouillon (Divided)
1 Tbs oregano
1 tsp sunflower lecithin
2 bay leaves
Salt to tastes

POSOLE
6 qt slow cooker turn on high
Add posole, chicken broth, water, pork,
1 Tbs chicken bouillon dried oregano bay leaves

2 or 3 minutes
Add chile to posole once posole is starting to boil turn
down to medium let cook for about 4 hours or until
posole is
tender and soft

GARNISH
Sliced lemons
Dice a half a onion
In a small bowl mix red chile flake
with sea salt and dried parsley equal parts
Please adjust recipe for your level of heat and potency.
Please consume responsibly of any infused based foods
food should always be fun and enjoyable.
Chef OG
Questions, comments or recipes email chefog71@gmail.com

RED CHILE
Combine red chile, cannabutter, fresh garlic,
1Tbls chicken bouillon, sunflower lecithin into a blender blend until smooth
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100 strains available. We can also customize!

505.307.1715
Hempfarmconcentrates@gmail.com

MEDICAL CANNABIS

LAS CRUCES

ALBUQUERQUE

T or C

755 S. Telshor Blvd. Bldg. A Ste. #102
Las Cruces N.M.
575.541.5580

417 Tramway Blvd. Suite #2
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505.312.7433

203 S. Foch St.
T or C, NM
575.894.0301

@MJExpresso
@MJExpress-0
www.mjexpresso.com

